
Why we Relay in Bedford 
 

 
 
 

“I Relay because a number of cancers run in my family and 
have deeply affected many people I love. I want to make a 

change in not only the future of my family’s health, but all  of 
those who are affected by cancer.” 

 
“I Relay for my dad who's a two time cancer survivor and for 

my aunt who is currently battling. I hope that someday I will  
be able to see a world that is free of cancer.” 

 
“I Relay for my family members and friends who have battled 

against cancer. I Relay because every person is somehow 
affected by cancer and I want to help change that.” 

 

“I Relay for my grandfather who is a cancer survivor and 
my aunt who is a two time survivor. I want to see that 

one day cancer is not in our world and want to be part of 
helping end it.” 

 
“I Relay for my grandma who I never got to meet 

because of cancer, and for my aunt who I also lost to 
cancer. I want to be able to work towards a cure and I 

hope that there will  someday be a world unaffected by 
cancer.” 

 
 

 
“I Relay for my grandmother who fought long and hard 

to finally become cancer free, and everyone else who is 
struggling or has struggled with it. I want to be a part of 

the movement that helped cancer research hopefully 

leading to the development of a cure.” 

“I Relay for my mother and grandfather who, thanks to 

amazing treatment and doctors, are stil l  here today. I hope 
for a world where more families can beat the odds and 

cancer is nonexistent.” 

 
“I Relay for my loved ones within my family, but also for 
family friends who have fought a battle against cancer. I 

dream of seeing a world with more birthdays, and to see 
a cure for cancer.” 

 
“I Relay for my family and friends who have fought hard 
against cancer, and to help aid in cancer research and 

fundraising.” 
 

 
 

“I Relay for my friends and family who have fought the 

battle against cancer. I Relay so that one day we can all  
l ive in a world without cancer.” 

 

 
“I Relay for my family members, especially my dad and 

for everyone else who has been affected by the disease.” 
 

 
 

“I Relay for my family, especially my dad, and others who 

have experienced and battled cancer. I want to support 
and inspire hope for patients, caregivers, and their 

families.” 
 


